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Making the connection: universities and development 

Mauritius and European Union Law Forum, Port Louis, 18 July 2016 

Welcome address by Professor Tim Blackman 

 

Firstly, thank you for this invitation, and a very big thank you to the conference organisers, 

sponsors and speakers. Let me join Karen in extending a very warm welcome.  

This conference has some important business to do, and there are some very interesting 

themes that I’ll pick up in these comments. Let me start though by talking about the 

important role of higher education. 

University enrolments across the world are increasing as students and their families see a 

university degree as way to a higher income and better life. A degree increases knowledge 

and bestows skills. The return on what students and their parents pay for a degree is, to a 

very large extent, a professional job and a better income.  

The same is true of research. Universities’ research generates new knowledge and 

techniques that increase productivity. University students learn and use this knowledge and 

these techniques, and graduate to diffuse ideas and innovation in the economy.  

Graduates on average command higher salaries, and in knowledge economies as the 

number of graduates in the workforce increases this spreads access to higher incomes. 

Evidence from the UK shows that although the graduate salary premium has fallen as the 

number of graduates has increased, this has not been by a lot. 

A recent multinational study for the UK government found that an increase of 1% in the 

share of the workforce with a university degree raises long-run productivity by 0.2-0.5%. 

Over time that’s a lot of productivity gain. 
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This conventional rate of return analysis, however, misses many other benefits. Graduates 

have better health, with studies in the UK showing that life expectancy improves with each 

step up the qualification ladder.  

They’re more likely to vote, get involved in voluntary and civic roles, and much less likely to 

be offenders. Higher education’s benefits extend to stronger governance, institutions and 

civil societies. 

And if the proportion of graduates in the UK population had been just a little higher the UK 

would not have voted to leave the EU. The social factor most strongly associated with the 

referendum outcome was having a degree. In the top 20 Remain areas the proportion of 

residents with a degree is 45%, while in the 20 highest Leave areas the proportion is just 

16%.   

Higher education and development 

Higher education has become tremendously important to sustainable and equitable 

development. If the higher education gap between countries widens then economic and civic 

development will also diverge.  

We can see some evidence of this. We now have a near convergence in primary education 

levels between poor and middle-income countries, and significant gains by African countries 

in secondary enrolments as well.  

But higher education enrolments are lagging in Africa, probably part of the reason for the 

divergence in income between the African countries and the emerging economies in Asia 

and Latin America.  

We also, though, have evidence in the UK that the graduate premium varies significantly 

according to the type of course and the type of university attended. Some courses in some 

universities have a small premium, sometimes smaller than completing a qualification at a 

lower level than a degree – a real issue for students in England where fees are universally 

high.  

As countries like Mauritius expand enrolments, at home and abroad, what matters is the 

quality of higher education: skills are more important than just enrolments and attainment.  

Crucially, there also need to be the enabling institutions to harness the fruits of education 

and a complementary mix of skills in the economy.  

So supply is only part of the picture. Demand needs to come from creating jobs, knowing the 

possibilities for an economy, especially to specialise.  
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As a Geography graduate it won’t surprise you when I say geography is very important to 

this. Mauritius is now looking to the ocean economy as part of its pathway to becoming a 

high income society, recognising the huge potential of the ocean with the right investment in 

research and skills. 

But this cannot be left just to the market. As the Sussex University economist Professor 

Mariana Mazzucato has argued, successful economic development needs an 

entrepreneurial state and government spending on education and research and 

development.  

Apple, for example, is often held up as a great example of private enterprise, but it would 

never have happened without the active role of the state. It was the armed forces that 

pioneered the internet, GPS positioning and voice-activated virtual assistants, as well as 

much of the early funding for Silicon Valley. It was academic scientists in public universities 

and labs who developed the touchscreen and the HTML language. It was the state that 

enabled today’s consumer electronics. 

One of the most important insights from Professor Mazzucato’s work is that successful 

innovation systems need well-run states. Private and public institutions need to work 

together, but underpinning this need to be the enablers of good regulatory and legal 

frameworks. 

Universities and professions 

This leads me on to say that another important role for universities is professional formation. 

Professionals have a crucial role as countries develop in meeting health, education, 

agricultural, water, legal and governance needs: nurses, doctors, teachers, engineers, 

accountants, lawyers. For development to be successful, a lot of professionals need to be 

trained. 

We should not, however, be too instrumental about this because it’s not how things work. In 

the UK, despite a priority being given to producing graduates in science, technology, 

engineering and maths, it is social science graduates who have the lowest unemployment 

rate and who are most often in managerial and senior posts.  

Evidence from the US shows that although humanities graduates earn less than nursing or 

business graduates after graduation, by the time they’re in their 50s they’re earning more.   

What we know is that many employers hiring graduates look for certain general attributes in 

the people they hire: strong communication skills, strong technical or quantitative skills, 

taking responsibility, and proven ability to perform.  These are highly valued. 
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Universities, though, also bring prestige and in that respect they can drive inequality more 

than they open up opportunities. Middlesex, as a relatively young university, faces the 

common prejudice that it is the older universities that are the highest quality.  

I’m very pleased that we are one of the top 150 universities in the world under 50 years old 

because that compares us like-with-like, especially with institutions sharing similar missions 

not only to educate for the  professions but to widen access to the professions. 

We are still often measured against Oxford and Cambridge, ancient institutions that do a fine 

job but are shaped by the past, in particular by a belief that only a few people can benefit 

from a university degree. That restriction of opportunity is not just an issue of social justice 

but a barrier to economic and social development, which needs wider access to higher 

education. 

Universities and diversity 

I firmly believe that many people can benefit from higher education but that this needs great, 

inspiring teaching because some students certainly find it harder to learn than others. That in 

itself is an opportunity – to, for example, link stronger students to weaker students as peer 

tutors, something we do at Middlesex with our Student Learning Assistants. It works and 

everyone benefits. 

There’s another reason why access is so important and that’s diversity. If we only select the 

very brightest and best for university then there is a danger that universities not only become 

socially exclusive but that we don’t get innovation and instead we get conformity and group 

think. 

There is an increasing amount of evidence that both identity and cognitive diversity can 

benefit all students by creating learning environments where different perspectives are 

encouraged and used in teaching, and where diverse heuristics – ways of generating 

solutions to problems – are valued because they are more likely to get to solutions. 

Innovation in particular is more likely to come from diversity, whether on company boards or 

in teams of various kinds.     

This is something that I’m paying a lot of attention to at Middlesex because I am committed 

to our graduates being more than just good scholars able to understand and explain, which 

we might see as the fundamental purpose of scholarship.  

I want our graduates to be able to do things as well, to be design thinkers in the sense of 

trying things out and looking for a better way of doing things. To be innovators with the tools 

to make the world a better place.    
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The EU referendum result was a lesson on many fronts but above all a lesson about 

disconnection, disconnection of the UK from the European project and a huge disconnection 

between the affluent and more educated who largely voted Remain and the poor and less 

educated who largely voted Leave.  

Immigration was a huge issue, often seen as enriching by the former group and a threat by 

the latter group. 

The UK will now need to reconnect, both internationally and domestically. I hope that will see 

a strengthening of ties with Mauritius, where Middlesex University has an important home 

and an important role, not least in creating forums such as this to discuss major issues of the 

day. 

 

 


